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Section A

Question
No.

Explanation Mark I Mark

1 (a)
(i)

(i i)

(i ii)

(b) (i)

(ii)

(iii)

Pure metal : Substance X

Alloy : Substance Y

- Pure metal has atoms of the same size / same
type which are orderly ananged

-Alloy has foreign atoms

Substance Y.

The foreign atoms disrupt the orderly arrangement
of the metal atoms and prevent the layers of metal
atoms from sliding over each other.

Polymers are large molecules made up of identical
repeating units called monomers which are joined
together by covalent bonds.

HH

H-c-c-cl

Name of monomer: chloroethene

To make drain pipes/ artificial leatherlwater-proof
clothes/shoes /bags //as insulator for electric
wiring

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1 10



Question
No.

Explanation Mark E Mark

2(a) (i)

(i i)

(b)

(c)

(d) (i)

(i i)

(e) (i)

(ii)

Melting

Molecule

The heat energy absorbed by the particles is used
to overcome the forces of attraction between the
naphthalene molecules / particles.

The particles move faster

X:electron Y:nucleus

Electron

WandX

Has different number of neutrons but same
number of protons // has different nucleon number
but same proton number

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1+1 10
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Question
No.

Explanation Mark E Mark

3 (a) (i)

(ii)

(iii)

(b) (i)

Solut ion l / /  |

Number of mole = 25 x 0.01 = 0.00025
1000

= 0.00025 t\2.5 x 10-a mol

Number of H* = 0.00025 x 6.02 x 1023
= 1.5 x 1020

Universal indicator // pH pape r tt pH meter.

Number of mole of NaOH = 25 x 0.1
1000

= 0.0025 mol

1

1

1

1

1



E

HCI +NaOH)NaCl +HzO

From the equation,
1 mol of NaOH react with 1 mol of HCI

0.0025 mol of NaOH react with 0.0025 mol of HClll
No. of mole of HCf = 0.0025 mol

Volume of HCI = 0.0025 x 1000
0,1

= 25 cm3

Correct diagram of apparatus sef-up.
Correct label.

Hydrochloric acid / HCI

Sodium hydroxide / NaOH
solution

t



Question
No.

Explanation Mark I Mark

4(a\  
|(b) 
I

(c) (i) 
]

(ii)

(d) (i)

(ii)

(iii)

(e)

Electrical to chemical energy

Na*, cl-, H", oH-

Oxygen

InserUPlace/PuVBring the glowing wooden
splinter into the test tube.
The glowing wooden splinter will rekindles //
Gas will light up the glowing wooden splinter.
(lf others test of gas given, not accepted)

Chlorine gas

- The concentration of chloride ions/Cl' is higher
- Chloride ions / Cl- is selectively discharged

z0l-) Cl2 + ls

Platinum

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
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Explanation

Number of carbon atoms per molecule

1. Y axis with boiling point as label and oC

as unit , X axis with number of carbon
atom per molecule as label.
Suitable and consistent scale
Smooth line with 6 points transferred
correctly

The size of alkane molecules increases.
The forces of attraction between alkane
molecules becomes stronger.
More energy is needed to overcome the
stronger forces of attraction between
molecules.

Liquid

Correct structu ral form u I ae
Conect names of the fwo isomers

Butane / n-Butane

2.
3.

HHHH

l l l l
H-C C

l l r l
HH;H



H

I
H- c-H

HIH

r t l
c c_H

t t l
HHH

2-methylpropane

1

1 10
4
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Question
No.

Explanation Mark E Mark

6 (a)

(b)

(c) (i)

(ii)

(d) (i)

(i i)

(iii)

'( iv)

(v)

(i i  i)

Chlorine water / Acidified Potassium
Manganate (Vll) solution / Acidified
Potassium dichromate (Vl) solution.

Cooking oil has no free moving ions / is a
covalent compound I contain molecular only

green to brown

Oxidation reaction is a reaction where iron
(ll) ions release one electron to become iron
(lll) ions. l/ Oxidation is loss of electrons.

Sodium hydroxide solution / potassium
hexacyanoferat (ll) solution / potassium
cyanide solution.

Zinc sulphate

Zn+CuSOc)ZnSOr+Cu

+2to0

No. of mole of CUSO+
25xo'2 = o.oo5

1000

mass of ZnSOr = 0.005 x 160 = 0.8 g.

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Section B

Question
No.

Explanation Mark fMark

7 (a\
(i)

(i i)

(bxi)

- To allow the oxygen / air to enter the crucible

- for the complete combustion of magnesium

fEGment- 
_l

I  lMg I
I Mass(s) I 30.64 -28.24 = 132,24 - 30.64 |

l= 1 '6 - l
I Number of l2L I 1.6 I
I moles of 124 = 0.1 I 16 = 0.1 |
latoms |  |  |
lSimplestrat io l  1 |  1 I
lofmoles t  |  |
fEmFrGAi--
I formula I

|--

I Similaritv | | heatins I
t '
I I between a gas I between a gas I
I I and a solid I and a solid I

lrvtediis tormeo -T

I lformed I I
I
I Difference I with oxygen gas I reacted with I
I I I hvdrooen qas I
I I The mass of the I The mass of the I
I I solid increases I solid decreases I

1

1

1

1

I

I

1

2l

, l
1l
1

2

I

5

Max.4



(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Dilute hydrochloric acid // or any dilute acid

Zinc llor any reactive metal

2HCl + .Zn + ZnClz + Hz

2

1

2

Max.6
2

Total marks 20



I (a)
(i)

(i i)

(cXi)

Question
No

Explanation

Lead(ll) chloride /l Silver chloride // Mercury
chloride

Chemicals needed: Lead(ll) nitrate and sodium
chloride ll any suitable answer

Name of reaction: precipitation reaction // double
decomposition reaction

Black powder X: Copper(ll) oxide

Blue solution Y: Copper(ll) chloride

Cation: Coppe(ll) ion // Cuz*

Anion: Chloride ion // Cl-

Number of moles of lead(ll) ions, Pbz*

= number of moles of lead(ll) nitrate, Pb(NO3)2
\= 1.0 x 1000

= 0.005 mol

Number of moles of chromate(Vl) ions, CrO+2-

= nurnber of moles of potassium chromate(Vl),
KzCrOa

\= 1.0 *  
l0 i0

= 0.005 mol

1 mol of chromate(Vl) ions, CrOa2- reacted
completely with 1 mol of lead(ll) ions, Pb2*.

The ionic equation for the reaction is:

Pb2* + Croa2-------> PbCro+

1

1

1



( i i i ) - The height of precipitate formed increases
for the first 4 test tubes because as the
volume of potassium chromate(Vl) increases,
more lead(ll) chromate(Vl) is formed

- The height of precipitaie formed becomes
constant when all Pb2. have reacted
completely.

- colourless to yellow
- Presence of chromate(Vl) ions give the
yellow colour to the solution l/ Chromate(Vl)
ions in the first 5 test tubes are all reacted //
In the last 3 test tubes, chromate(Vl) ions are
in excess

-To ensure the height of precipitate
represents the amount of precipitate formed
- because diameter of the test tubes are the
same

1

1
I

1

1

I

1

6

Total marks 20
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Section C

Question
No

Explanation Mark fMark

e (a)

(i)

(i i)

(b)

Compound
formed between

XandY

Molecule formed
between Z andY

Types of
chemical
bonds

lonic bond is
formed because
X atom donates
electrons and Y
atom receives
electrons to
achieve stable
electron
arrangement //
X is metal and Y
is non-metal

Covalent bond is
formed because
Z and Y atoms
share the
electrons to
achieve stable
electron
arrangement //
Y and Z are non-
metal

Boi l ing
point and
melting
point

High because a
lot of energy
needed to

overcome the
strong

electrostatic
forces between

ions

Low because
less energy is

needed to
overcome the
weak forces of

attraction
between

molecules

2-

x2*

X atom with an

Y2-

electron arranqement of 2.8.2

2

2

1
1

1

4

l l



donates 2 valence electrons to achieve the
stable octet electron arrangement, 2.8. X2*
ion is formed // X X" + 2e-
Y atom with an electronarrangement of 2.6
accept 2 electrons to achieve the stable octet
electron arrangemenj, 2.8. Y2- ion is formed
ll Y + 2e- -> Yz-
The oppositely-charged ions, X2* and Y2' are
attracted to each other bY a strong
electrostatic force.
An ionic compound XY is formed

(c)
1. A crucible is f i l led with solid P unti l i t is half full '
2. Two carbon electrodes are dipped in the solid P

and connected to the batteries.
3. Switch is turned on and observation is recorded'
4. The solid P is then heated unti l i t melts

completely.
5. The switch is turned on again and observation is

recorded.
6. Steps 1 to 5 are repeated using solid Q to

replace solid P.
7. Observations:

P does not l ight up the bulb in both solid and
molten states.
Q lights up the bulb in molten state only.

P: naphthalene // any suitable answer
Q: fead(ll) bromide ll any suitable an$ /er

1
1

10

12



Question
No.

Explanation Mark I Mark

10 (a)

(b)

CH+ 2Az CO2 + ZHzO

RMM of methane, CH+ = 12 + 4 = 16

',|6 g of methane releases 898 kJ heat

Thus
1 g of methane releases = 898 x 1 116 kJ g-1

= 56.125 kJ g-1
(Correct answer and unit\

Diaqram 10.1 Diaqram 10.2
Temperature Increase Decrease
Total Energy

content
AandB/
reactants

have higher
energy

content than
its products /

(C and D)

RandS/
products have
higher energy
content than
its reactants /

(P and Q)

Heat Released Absorbed

I

A
I

1

1

2

2

2

4

6

13



(c) Plotted qraph

1. correct axis and labelled
2. all 4 points/values transferred correctly
3. straight l ine graph
4. Consistent scale

1
1
4
I

1

Heat of^combustion of alcohols (kJ mol-1)

Number of carbon

Heat of combustion increases from

methanol ---+ ethanol -+ propafiol '-- butan-l-ol//

methanol, ethanol, propanol, butan-l -ol,
Heat of combustion increases

because :
1. Number of carbon atom per molecule / mole
increases from methanol to butanol.

2. Number of hydrogen atoms per molecule /
mole increases from methanolto butanol.

3. More carbon dioxide lCO2and water lHzO
molecule are formed.

4. More covalent bonds are formed in the
products.

5. More heat is given out.

1

1 6

Total marks 20

END OF MARKING SCHEME

14
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Question No. Rubric = Score
1 (a) Able teresste the inference correctlE

Samplganswer:

The reactivity (of alkali metals with oxygen) increase from
lithium to potassium. //

Lithium, sodium and potassium / alkal i  metals show similar
chemical in their reactions with oxygen.

{

Able to state the inference /ess correctly.

Sample answer:

The reactivity increase //

All metals burns produced white fume and white solid l/

Going down group I the reactivity increase.

Z

Able to state any idea of inference.

Sample answer:

Lithium, sodium and potassium show different reactivity //

Potassium. Sodium. l i thium

lncrease

A
I

No response or wrong response U

ij.



ffi Rlubr€ .+ = Score

Eb) AbtEJo state the three variables correctly: =

.Lfvtetnod b manipulate vatbble. -
@ fne responding variable-

3. The controlled variable.

Sample answer:

(i) Use different types of (alkali)i(group 1) metals

(ii) Reactivity of metals with oxygen //

Vigorousness of the reaction between metals and
oxygen.

(i i i )  Oxygen gas // size / mass of metal

-1
';{i

r#

-
- l

l
I
I
I
I

I

p,Ote to state any one variable correctly. 1

:1



Rubric

Abte to state fhe relationship between the manipulated
variable and the responding variable.

Sample answer:
Reactivity increases for the reaction between alkali metals
and oxygen when going down Group 1/ from l i thium to
potassium. //

(The lower/higher the position of metal in)/(Going down/up)
Group 1, the more/less reactive. //

The metalwhich is lower/upper in Group 1 is more/less
reactive i/

The lower/higher the metal in Group 1 the more/less
reactive the reaction. //

The more reactive the reaction, the lower the position of the
metal in Group 1.

Able to state the idea of hypofhesis.

Sample Answer:
Metals in Group 1 can react with oxygen. //

Alkali metals have different reactivity.

No response or wrong response

1 (c) Able tdstate
mamp@ted:

the relationship correctly between the
variab:le and the responding variable.

Sample answer:
(The lower/higher the position of metal in)/(Going down/up)
Group 1, the morelless reactive is the metal in reaction with
oxygen. //

The lower/higher the posit ion of metals in group 1, the
lower/higher is the reactivity.

The metalwhich is lower / upper in Group 1 is more/less
reactive in reaction with oxygen. /i

The lower/higher the metal in Group 1 the more/less
reactive the reaction with oxygen.



Question No.
Able to give th&perational dqfrnition accurately by stating

- alkali metals
vigorously / more vigorous / reactive with axygen

- more / highly reactive

Sample answer:

An alkali metal that reacts more vigorously with oxygen is a
more reactive metal.

Able to give the operational definition correctly by stating
any two of the information above.

Sample answer:

The metalthat reacts more vigorously with oxygen is a more
reactive metal. //

The alkali metalthat reacts more vigorously is a more
reactive metal. //

The higher/lower the alkali metals, the more/less reactive
metal.

Able to give the operational definition correctly by stating
any one of the information above.

Samole answer:

Alkali metals can react with oxygen. //

Metals can react vigorously with oxygen.

No response ar wrong response

:

.':



Question No.
Abte to state the Position of frX in Group 1 accurately.

Sample answer.

peiioo slolz

1 (eXi)

AA; to make a prediction of the position of metalX in Group
1 /ess accurately.

Sample answer:

Below /under potassium /l
Lower than potassium

Abte to nake any prediction of the position of metalX in
Group 1.

Sample answer:

ln group 1 /l Upper than Li/Na/K ll Lower than Li/ Na

/Vo response ar wrong response



i lstionNoF ffiibric E : Score
= 1 (e)(ii) +

T

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

to arrange the metals in ascending;s76", based w
reactivity. ;. .;=

Sample answer:

Lithium, Sodium, Potassium, X l l  Li,  Na, K, X

Able
their
-F

Able to arrange any three of the metals in ascending order
based on their reactivitv.

Sample answer:

X, Li, Na. K l l  Li,  K, Na, X i/  K, Li. Na. X l l
Na, Li. K, X l l  Na. K, Li, X l l  Li,  X, Na. K

L

Able to arrange any two of the metals in ascending order
based an their reactivity or arrange in descending order.

Sample answer:

X, K, Lj,Na. l l  X, Li, Na, K // K, X, Na, Li
K, X, Na, Li l l  X, Na. K, Li l l  Na. K, Li ,X

X, K, Na, Li l l

1

/Vo response or wrong response U



Score

@etweenthe massof sodl
the time taken for the mifalto burn completely in

- the higher the mass / the bigger the size
- the longer the time taken
- burn comPletelY

Sample answer:

The higher the mass of metals, the longer the time taken to

burn completelY. i/

The bigger the size of metals, the longer the time taken to

burn completelY.

ffitionship between fhe mass of sodium
and the time taken for the metal to burn completely in

oxygen gas.

Sample answer:

The higher the mass of metals the longer the time taken' //

More mass more time to burn completely //

ffiionship between the /nass of sodium
and the time taken for the metal to burn completely in
oxygen gas.

Sample answer:

Bigger mass burns longer. //

The metals needs longer time //

More mass more time to burn'

No response or wrong response



Question NdF e- E pu5rlc = ffi-ie

1 (g) Able to reeord allthe re@thgs with one decimal place
accgrately. +-F
Sample answer:

10.1 ,  10.6,  10.9

Able to reeord any two readings with one decimal place
accurately.

Sample answer:

10.1,10.6,  10.8 l l  10.1 ,10.5,  10.9 l l  10.0,  10.6,=10.9

2

Abte to record at least one reading with one decimal place
accurately.

Sample answer:

10.1 ll 10.6 ll 10.9

1

No response or wrong response 0



ffi
bric

1 (h) fq blue and red litmus papel
-+

'correetly.

Sample answer:

Solutions Red l i tmus paper Blue l i tmus paoer

Gas Jar I Turns blue No chanqe
Gas Jar l l Turns blue No chanoe
Gas Jar l l l Turns blue No chanqe

Question No.

Able to state any one of the litmus paper observations
correctly.

Sample answer:

Solutions Red litmus paper Blue l i tmus paper
Gas Jar I Turns blue Turns red
Gas Jar l l Turns blue Turns red
Gas Jar l l l Turns blue Turns red

tl
Solutions Red l i tmus paper Blue l i tmus paper

Gas Jar I Turns red No chanoe
Gas Jar l l Turns red No chanqe
Gas Jar l l l Turns red No chanoe

Able to give an idea on litmus paper observations.

Sample answer:

Solutions Red l i tmus paper Blue l i tmus paper

Gas Jar I No chanqe Turns blue
Gas Jar l l No chanqe Turns blue
Gas Jar l l l No chanqe Turns blue

No response or wrong response



QuestiffiNo.
=: Rubri€ Score

/ i \  - Abte to write the two balanced cheffical equation -,4.or the
reaction accurately. - := 

€
Sample answer

i. 4Na * Oz ) 2NazO and

i i .  NazO + H2O ) 2NaOH

Notes: Sodium can be replaced with any alkal i  metals from
Table 1.

Able tc write two chem'rcal equations with correct chemical
formulae hut not balanced // Any one of the two balanced
chemical equations for the reaction accurately.

Sample answer:

i .  Na + 02 ) Na2O and

ii .  NazO + HzO ) NaOH l l

i .  4Na + 02 ) 2NazO l l

i i .  Na2O + H2O ) 2NaOH

z

Able to give at least one chemical formulae of the
subsfances correct // Able to write any ane oi the two
chemical equations with correct chemical formulae but not
balanced .

Samole answer:

i i .  Na2O

i.  Na

ii .  Na20

ll

ll

)

)

Na v2

HrO

Oz

Hzo

NazO

NaOH

NazO

NaOH

and

ll

1

No response or wrong response 0

10



Question No.
Abte to ciasslfu all alkaline soluflons into strong
one weak alkalicorrecfF :

Sample answer:

Strong alkal i  .  Sodium hydroxide / NaOH'
Potassium hYdroxide I KOH
Calcium hYdroxide / Ca(OH),

Weak alkal i  :  Ammonia solution, NH3

r / : \  :ru. l  =.€

@rong atkali and one weak alkali
correctly.

Sample answer:

Strong alkal i  :  Sodium hydroxide / NaOH,
Potassium hYdroxide i KOH

Weak alkal i  :  Ammonia solution / NH.

@ of strong alkali andweakalkali
correctly.

Sample answer:

Strong alkali : Sodium hydroxide I NaOH //
Potassium hYdroxide IKOH ll
Calcium hYdroxide I Ca(OH)2 ll

Weak alkal i  :  Ammonia solution / NHe

No response or wrong response

T

11
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€:: ExperimeE{ ' *"rtrO.T H2SO4 ) Na2SOa + S +EOz
-:= a

. r rn<++ l-12Lr:-

:

Questj:e$ No. = ;+* Rubric 
- 

: Score
2 {i,\ Able to give the sffiment of the problem accurately.

Response is in quesflon form.

Sample answer:

Does the temperature of sodium thiosulphate solution affect
the rate of reaction? ll

How does the temperature of sodium thiosulphate solution
affect the rate of reaction? //

How does the high / low tefiperature of sodium thiosulphate
solution affect the rate of reaction?

Response in question form.

Sample answer:.

Does the increase / decrease in temoerature
increase/decrease the rate of reaction? //

How does the increase/decrease in temoerature affect the
rate of reaction?

z

Able to give an idea of statement of the problem.

Sample answer:

Does temperature affect the rate of reaction?

The increase/decrease in temperature will increase
/decrease the rate of reaction. //

The higher / lower in temperature will increase /decrease
rate of reaciion. //

To investigate the effect of temperature to the rate of
reaction.

the

I

0



Question No. Rubric gcore

2 (ii;
:

the thre€v ariable s correctlY

Sample answer

Manipulated variable:
Temperature of sodium thiosulphate solution

Rate of reaction l/ Time taken for mark 'X' to become
invisible /disappear

Constant variable:
Volume and concentration of sodium thiosulphate/ sulphuric
acid / size of conical flask

Abte to state any two variables correctly

y'"

2

Able to state any one vaiables correctly

No response or wrong response

1

n

l :

';:

13



Qtfttion No. -= RE*Fric 
.::

Score
? (iri)

'=--*

Able to s/afe fhe relationship;&rrectly betweiZp the
manipulated valiable andthe responding vafrble with
directian. ;$.

Sample answer:
The higher/lower the temperature of sodium thiosulphate
solution, the higher/lower the rate of reaction. /l

The higher/ lower the temperature of sodium thiosulphate
solution, the shorter/longer the time taken for mark 'X' to
disappear from sighVview //

The increase/decrease in temperature of sodium
thiosulphate solulton will increase/decrease the rate of
reaction. //

When the temperature of sodium thiosulphate solution
increase idecrease, the rate of reaction will
increase/decrease.

Able to state the relationship between the maniputated
variable and the responding variable with direction.

Sample answer:
The higher/lower the temperature, the higher/lower the rate
of reaction. //

The higher/lower the temperature, the shorter/longer the
time taken for mark'X' to disappear l l

The !ncreases/decreases in temperature will increase
/decrease the rate of reaction. //

z

Able to state the idea of hypofhesis.

Sample answer;

Different temperature, different reactivity. //

Temperature changes, the time taken is different.

1

No response arwrong response t l

14



QuestTon No. Rub& Score
2@i
--:-
::-

Able to give compbte tist of m

Sample answer: F

Materials:
Sodium thiosulphate solution, sulphuric acid.

Apparatus:
Conicalflask, ,bunsen burner, measuring cylinder (10 ml),,
measuring cylinder (50 ml), stop-watch, filter /white
/cardboard paper.

3

Able to give complete list of mateials ana four apparatus as
following.

Answer:

Materials:
Sodium thiosulphate solution, sulphuric acid.

Apparatus :
Conicalflask, thermometer, bunsen burner, filter I white
icardboard paper.

2

Able to give at least one subsfances and at least one
apparatus. I

No response orwrong response n

15
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Qu€stion No. € 
- 

Rubric -= -E ScoiE
2 (v)

:::.. -: l

Able to list allJhe steps correctly

Sample Ans@

1. 'X 'mark is drawn on a piece of whiteifilter/ cardboard
paper.
50 cm3 of sodium thiosuphate solution i(0.01-1.0)
mol dm-31 is measured with a (50 cm3 ) measuring
cylinder and is poured into a conicalf lask.
The solution is slowly heated unti l  30 "C.
5 cm3 of hydrochlori i  acid t(0.1- 2.0) mol dm-31 is
measured with a (10 cm") measuring cyl inder and is
added to the conicalflask. A stop-watch is started
immediately
The conicalf lask is swirled and is placed on a
whiteifilter/cardboard paper with a mark 'X'.
The'X' mark is observed vertically from the top
through the solution.
The stop-watch is stopped immediately when the 'X'
mark cannot be seen. Time is recorded,
The experiment is repeated by using the sodium
thiosuphate solution at 40 oC, 50 oC, 60 oC and 70'C
rpcncr- i i r rehr

3.

- .

5.

-7

-J.

I
.J.-t
- ' l

l
I

Able to list down sfeps 2, 4, 5, 7, I 2

Able to give an idea to step 4. 1

No response or wrong response 0



QueSlion No. ' :KUDnC ; Score
2 (vi) Mle to tabulat&he data with following aspecfs

;-F- 
.:::

1. Correct titlffirith units
2. Complete list of temperatures

Sample answer:

Temperature
("c)

Time
(s)

5U
40

60
70

Z

Able to contruct a table.

1. At least 1 titles correct without units
2. lncomplete list of tempereatures

Sample answer:

Temperature

30 1

No response or wrong response 0

r7



:€ in:'

Exp#nent 2:2H&+ 7n ) ffiL. + H,

€uestion No. Rubric Sco_re
- : .  

t  l t l

--
Able to gi-ve the stalement of the probf@accurately.
Response is in question form.

Sample answer:

Does the temperature of hydrochloric acid solution affect the
rate of reaction? ll

How does the temperature of hydrochloric acid solution
affect the rate of reaction? i/

How does the high / low temperature of solution affect the
rate hvdrochloric acid of reaction?

Able to give the statement of the problem |ess accurately.
Response in question form.

Sample answer:

Does the increase / decrbase in temperature
increase/decrease the rate of reaction? i/

How does the increase/decrease in temperature affect the
rate of reaction?

z_

Able to give an idea of statement of the problem.

Sample answer:

Does temperature affect the rate of reaction?

The increaseidecrease in temperature will increase
/decrease the rate of reaction. //

The higher / lower in temperature will increase /decrease the
rate of reaction. //

To investigate the effect of temperature to the rate of
reaction.

1

No response or vlrone response 0



ffi:estion No. lSbric Score
= 2 ( i i)

.&.-r=:

Able to state the three vaia5les conecil{
'&. : - - :=-
:-

bampre answer:

Manipulated Variable.
Temperature of hydrochloric acid

Responding variable:
Rate of reaction // Volume of gas per unit time

Constant variable:
Mass/size o'f zinc ll
Volume and concentration of hvdrochloric acid

Able to state any two variables correcily 2

Able to state any ane vaiables correcfly 1

No response or wrang response n

19



Questio@o. E Rubric + - core
z ( l l lF Able tostate the relationship correctly between theF

manipttWed variable and the responcling variable with
directiffi:

. -
Sample answer:
The higher/lower the temperature of hydrochloric acid, the
higher/lower the rate of reaction. /l

The higher/ lower the temperature of hydrochloric acid, the
higher/lower the volume of the hydrogen gas release per
unit time /l

The increaseldecrease in temperature of hydrochloric acid
will increase/decreadb the rate of reaction. //

When the temperature of hydrochloric acid
increases/decreases, the rate of reaction will
increase/decrease.

Able to stafe the relationship between the manipulated
variable and the responding variable with direction.

Sample answer:
The higher/lower the temperature, the higher/lower the rate
of reaction. //

The higher/lower the temperature, the higherilower the
volume of the hydrogen gas released per unit time. //

The increase/decrease in temperature will
increaseidecrease the rate of reactions. //

z

Able to state the idea of hypofhesis.

Sample answer;

Different temperature, different reactivity. i/

Temperature changes, the time taken is different.

1

No response or wrong response 0
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Rubric
2 (iv) - | AOie to g@ complete list of mateials and apparatuf

I Sample answer:

Materials:
Zinc, hydrochloric acid

A ^^^-^1,  ,^ .
/ -1PPclr  cr [u5.

Conicalflask, thermometer , bunsen burner, stop-watch
measuring cyl inder (50 ml), del ivery tube and stopper,
burette. basin.

Able to give all mateials and five apparatus as following.

Answer:

Materials:
Zinc, hydrochloric acid

Apparatus:
Conical flask, thermometer, bunsen burner, delivery tube,
burette

Able to give at least one subsfance and at least one
apparatus.

tVo response or wrong response

2l



Question No, -+ 
-+ Rubfr +Score

2 (v) Able to list all fhe:ffeps correctly *

saffite Aniwer:

1-, Burette is filled with water and inverted into a basin
containing water.

2. The burette is clamped vertically using retort stand.
3. lnit ial reading of burette is recorded.
4. t20-501 cm'of hydrochloric acid [(0.01-1.0) mol

dm{l is measured with a (50 ml) measuring cyl inder
and is poured into a conical f lask.

5. The solution is slowly heated unti l  30 "C.
6. 2 g of zinc is weighed, and is put into the conical
-- flask.

7. The conicalf lask is closed immediately with a
stopper which is joined to the delivery tube and
the stopwatch is started.

B. The burette reading is recorded at interval of 30
seconds until the reaction is completed.

9. The experiment is repeated by using the
hydrochloric acid at 40'C, 50 oC, 60 oC and
70 oC respectively.

Able to list down steps 1. 4, 6, 8, I z

Able to give an idea to step 6. 1

No response or wrong response t l

22



Question No. Rubric + Score
2 (vi) AbIe to-tabulat€the data with fo|Iow@aspects

1. Correct tittes with units
2. Complete list of temPeratures

Sample answer:

Temperature
\ \,/

Time
(s)

JU

-40

bU

70

2

Able to contruct a table.

1. At least 1 titles correct without units
2. lncomplete list of tempereatures

Sample answer:

Temperature

JU
1

No response or wrong response 0

END OF MARKING SCHEME
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